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How organic farming and right prices are helping Kerala
farmers
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BY ROHINI MOHAN, ET BUREAU | JAN 26, 2016, 10.51 AM IST

WAYANAD, KERALA: There is a light in Joseph Pendanath's eyes when he walks through
his farm, whose thick foliage resembles a forest in parts. He checks how the nutmeg graft
is doing, throws a coconut frond over a few spinach saplings for shade, caresses a pepper
vine here, smells a green lime there, and loosens the soil around a slender arecanut tree.
From the tubers underground to the tallest coconut tree, Pendanath's three acres in the
foothills of Wayanad in Kerala is filled from soil to sky with layers of more than 30 food and
cash crops. The ideal forest farm.
As drought, unseasonal rain, or pesticide wither the fields of millions of small farmers
across India, the lushness of Pendanath's farm is bewildering. When asked what he did
different, he says, "When a farmer doesn't choke the soil, it will give like you've never
seen. And when the consumer pays me the price that can sustain this kind of farming, I
can do more of this."

(Representative picture) The farmers do sustainable,
organic farming that rejects mono-cropping for
biodiversity, preserves and shares local seeds, and
embraces the market.

Pendanath is one of the over 4,500 hill district farmers in Kerala who form an alternative
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farming collective called the Fair Trade Alliance Kerala (FTAK). These largely small and
medium land holders — 10 per cent are women — do sustainable, organic farming that
rejects mono-cropping for biodiversity, preserves and shares local seeds, and embraces the market. They largely export cash crop like
spices, nuts and coconut to the growing group of ethical consumers in the West, and food crops like vegetables and rice to the local
markets. While the national farm income in India is an average Rs 77,000 a year, FTAK chairman Thomas Kalappura says its members
(with 0.3 to 4 acres of land) make at least Rs 1.5 lakh a year. In the tense environment of climate change, large scale agribusiness, and
a complex mix of state dependency and apathy that threatens the future of agriculture, these small farmers are making profits.
FTAK was formed in 2005 by Kerala's oldest organic store, Elements in Kozhikode. The 600 farmers who were its first members were
looking to increase market access for their organic produce, negotiate better prices, and as an extension of the existing tradition of
welfare politics in Kerala, ensure trade justice. "The farmer's dignity is at the centre of the collective," says founder Tomy Mathew. "Small
farmers are the worst off in India, but for ages, governments and NGOs have chosen to help them through aid, not trade."
Distress At Large Marginal and small farmers make up nearly 83 per cent of cultivator households in India, but nearly all of them spend
more than they earn. Between 2001 and 2011, 9 million farmers quit cultivation and 38 million joined the ranks of agricultural labourers.
According to the National Crime Records Bureau, about 3 lakh farmers have committed suicide since the nineties, 5,650 just in 2014.
About 72 per cent of these were smallholders, and the main reason was bankruptcy or indebtedness. "Input costs — water, fertiliser,
seeds, machines, labour and fuel — have risen while prices for the final produce have not risen proportionally," says Kavita Kuruganti,
convenor of the Bengaluru-based Alliance for Sustainable and Holistic Agriculture. "The conventional market is neither free nor fair, as
highly subsidised producers are allowed to dump low quality products into the market, and price out small farmers. This has made small
holdings largely unviable."
The hill districts of Kerala — Kannur, Kasargod, Wayanad, and Kozhikode — are not parched like several agrarian regions in the
country, but here too, farmers were facing the brunt of seed and fertiliser costs, Kerala's quintessential high wages, and the artificially
fixed low market prices for farm produce. Behind even the most glistening farms could be a mountain of debt or insurmountable price
worries. This is why the farmers who formed FTAK in 2005 focussed on economics first. "Price is the greatest pitfall for the Indian
farmer," says food and trade policy Devinder Sharma. "Governments rig it with subsidies and market regulation, global corporations rig it
with inordinate access, and consumers worsen it by wanting to pay as little as possible even if they can afford more."
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Fair trade as a concept recognises the skewed market, and tries to appeal to the buyer's sense of justice. It rests on the principle of
consumers supporting producers directly and a willingness to pay more than the conventional market price in exchange for healthier
products. This group, driven by what Kuruganti calls "enlightened self-interest" — eating organic, a selfish health motive — ends up
helping the environment and the producer.
Cashews or turmeric with a Fairtrade label — certified through third parties like Fairtrade Labelling Organisations International or
community guarantees — attract a minimum price greater than the market price, plus an additional premium to invest in the social,
environmental or economic needs of the producer community. "This acts as a safety net for farmers when the global rates fall below
sustainable levels," says founder Mathew.
Sometimes, as FTAK has done, farmers negotiate even higher rates on the basis of quality or valueadded attributes. For instance, the
Switzerland-based Pakka has been buying 80 MT of FTAK's cashews for 10 years, paying about a third more than the price set by
Fairtrade International to compensate the superior quality of the nuts. Ueli Baruffol, director of Pakka AG, says a cooperative such as
FTAK can become valuable as an institution for its members, "not only for marketing their products for fair prices but also providing a
mid and long-term proposal on how to improve their livelihoods and lives on a very regional and pragmatic way, with a strong democratic
process".
Pendanath and Theyamma, another member of FTAK, continue to take loans, but they are able to pay off due to the assured price.
"Organic and fair trade approaches have the double benefit of reduced cost and price stability," says Kuruganti. "We used to depend
heavily on government subsidies because that was the only way to break even," says Theyamma who now sharecrops coffee,
cardamom, pepper and vegetables with 11 other smallholder women. "Now that we can sell coffee through FTAK for Rs 10-12 more
than market price, it's like we don't need a crutch, but can walk on our own."

Pakka's Baruffol says in the last three decades, people in developed countries have become more sensitive about the effects of their
consumer behaviour and are increasingly "trying to avoid a negative impact in the upstream value chain by making an educated choice".
Though the proportion of such educated consumers is still small, it is steadily growing. As the demand for coconut oil grows globally for
healthy cooking, Pakka has begun to buy the Elements brand of organic oil made from coconuts procured from FTAK farmers. "An
increasing number of people want to know the value chain realities of the product," says Baruffol. "Nobody wants to eat cashew cracked
in the prisons of Vietnam, or child labour hazelnuts from Turkey, or almonds from Californian orchards killing the environment."
Bridge to Global Markets FTAK's Mathew says unlike the West, the ideas of fair trade in India are embedded in the organic market. A
government-funded study by Assocham and TechSci Research found in October 2015 that the organic market is growing at 25-30 per
cent a year and would touch $1.36 billion by 2020. Organic farming is practised in 12 states in about 4.72 million hectares. In 2013-14,
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there."
The Indian organic market is still highly unorganised, mired with controversies about fake certifications, and expensive licensing that
smallholders can't afford. Market access for organic farmers is also debilitatingly poor — state open markets do not mark up organic
produce, thus leaving farmers to find their own buyers. Organised alternatives like FTAK show how smallholders can reach even global
markets, and even be in a rare position to negotiate price. "Third party fair trade certification is still cumbersome, costly, even sometimes
corrupt," says Mathew, referring to the long checklist and record-keeping a farmer must fulfil to be Fairtrade or organic certified. They will
now gradually try to do away with certification, and develop a counter narrative — through peer-certification, or building consumer-andfarmer groups, or create a small producer label like farmers have done in Latin America.
For five of its 10 years, FTAK has also invested in seed preservation. Annually, it holds a seed festival in a village in Kerala, to which
farmers from across the state bring local, organic seed varieties for display, exchange and sale. In a public yatra to invite Wayanad
district farmers to participate, AJ Paul, a panchayat leader, spoke admiringly of a "Raman chettan", an elderly farmer who has conserved
40 varieties of rice, all indigenous to the district. "People like him are not only freeing us from the cost burden of buying seeds from
MNCs every year, but also preventing the terrifying trend of companies patenting seeds at our expense," says Paul. "By reviving and
staking a claim on Wayanad's heirlooms, Raman chettan is leaving a rich legacy." Seed conservation and exchange, then, is an
investment in the continuity of agriculture in the region.
As the "seed swaraj" yatra reached Kannur district, Lijy Pulickal, a woman farmer brought a plate with seeds from three types of brinjals,
eight types of chilli, and three kinds of toor dal. She took these to the seed fest on January 22-26 in Kurvanchal, Kannur district. For the
past three years, says Pulickal, she has not bought a single seed in the market. "I don't even need to buy groceries!" she says. "Except
for sugar, salt, and tea, everything is in my farm or the neighbour's."
There are many challenges still — the need to market locally to avoid dependence on foreign buyers, the continued strain (though
reduced) of farm indebtedness, and the lack of investment in storage and processing. As they attempt to bridge these gaps, beyond
promoting organic, fair and indigenous practices, the organised farmer's movement has achieved more basic rights that have eluded
Indian farmers for decades now. Pulickal's kitchen-farm has given her food security. Theyamma's group of 12 women sharecroppers is
reviving communal farming and gender equality. And Pendanath, cooling in the perfect shade of his sky-high forest farm, has recreated
traditional biodiversity.
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